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Abstract 

In this article, the reason for the impoverishment of the population in rural areas to be factors in 

rural areas worker strength in development make investments _ increase for reveal the essence 

of tasks given. 
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Har one country how political and social actions to practice current from reaching strict look 

their final masadi point interests , population marriage level improvement , leader countries from 

the ranks place to get is mixed . 

"Marriage level " concept and socio - economic indicators system in development United nations 

organization significant issa grew . in 1960 of the UN worker guru global in the brain marriage 

level animating and measure principles in khaki report prepared . This wide modest the system 

create on the way initial step was _ of the UN international statistics in the field marriage level 

indicators last version in 1978 work wet and 1 k 2 _ main direction kamrab received _ 

Today's in the day even this international organization by the world population marriage level 

increase and from poverty suffering smoking to countries help in the mask row affairs done by 

increasing in the bride's dress . Including the UN Chief assembly in 2000 welcome " Ming _ 

yearly development program " in 2015 _ confirmed " Until 2030 intended Good luck 

development masads program " directly the world countries population economic - social 

support , as well as ecology _ of violation prevention received in front of the population health to 

protect shown muim events in turn enters _ 

Uzbekistan Republic President of October 23 , 2019 " Uzbekistan Republic work farm 

development for 2020-2030 intended strategy confirmation about ” g i PF -5853- number decree 

performance provide for the purpose of : 

1. Uzbekistan Republic village farm development for 2020-2030 intended strategy in 2021 as 

part of : 

1) eat - eat safety according to state policy work smell and current reach in the direction of : 

a ) formed farming skills , soil climate conditions , water from supply come out of the republic 

all districts territories certain kind of m ah sulot to cultivate click - click will be specialized . In 

this : 

village economy crops in placement main attention his x fertility , e xportability , overall in the 

fields to be cultivated q is mixed ; 

cooperation _ _ and cluster system based on ma h sulat to grow it say to work , to work and 

internal in my transportation to markets sell system to the road is thought ; 

Water economy ministry work _ economy ministry with together is available water infrastructure 

improve mean holder for 2021-2023 intended measures set it . In this: 

1,758 km of canals, 443 km of channels, 329 hydrotechnical structures , 1,899 km of collector-

drainage, 728 km of dams horizontal and vertical drainage, 1,896 reclamations observation their 

own and another objects hit and reconstruction to come 

5,026 km of main canal, 45,595 km of reclamation networks repair and recovery , 518 pump 

units and 807 electric motors update ; 

water resources to use online in mode control kilish , hydrological posts raakamli technologies 

based on automated equipment with equipping , watering the water thrifty technologies current 

come mean is held ; 

Village in places work resources efficient use of the population work with employment level 

increase many countries row our in our country too current from tasks one is counted . 
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Nowadays , rural areas development , support, based on regions development approach before 

defined to measures is based on State support _ _ implemented through various targeted 

programs will be increased , population and of private 49 sectors belongs to interested b- by 

supporting targeted investments and improving financial reserves in rural areas services of goods 

and products of added value chain to increase take will come This and q ishlo q is the work of 

the population with employment level positive effect is enough Today's daily work of the 

population with employment provide problem society's socio-economic development of the most 

important macroeconomic features one is of particular importance in the economy . Also our 

country President Sh.M. Mirziyoev initiative in 2017-2021 adopted with Uzbekistan Republic 

development five priority direction In the action strategy on " employment of the population in 

order to increase the real money income of the population and increasing purchasing power , less 

provided families the number and revenues level of differentiation more reduce , new work 

places creation , labor market proportionality and infrastructure development provide , 

unemployment level reduce ” main task defined as 1 . Rural areas various business infrastructure 

create is considered convenient for However , regardless of the geographical and economic 

location of such regions many as an industry that can make an important contribution to the 

economy of countries rather , they are viewed as a backward network . To rural areas relatively 

such in relation happening countries are ultimately huge hidden they are deprived of resources . 

Of this resulting in poverty levels not only in rural areas but also in the rest of the country and 

social protection and the growth of the crown population take will come The reason for the 

impoverishment of the population in rural areas there are the following factors that will : 

 Personal factors ; 

 Social and economic factors ; 

 It's natural factors . Personal - human factors - entrepreneurial ability, hard work, his 

knowledge , laziness , indifference, carefree mood . Socio-economic factors - education 

quality , q ishlo q medical aimed at maintaining the health of the population service of 

quality low , loan interest rate , inflation rate , tax rate . Natural factors - weather, climate, 

geographical location of the area, land resources from the opportunity of use the lowness ( of 

the land salinity level , productivity low , water shortage) and others. In rural areas worker 

strength in development make investments _ increase for the following tasks does : 

Uzbekistan Republic President of February 7 , 2017 " Uzbekistan Republic more development 

On the Strategy of Actions on the Decree No. PF-4947 . Uzbekistan Collection of Laws of the 

Republic , 2017 , No. 6. 

 In rural areas is available and developing identify industries and work instead of adaptation 

for tali and educational programs ; 

  Creating an entrepreneurial environment and public welfare through support and work seats 

quality income to improve level increase _ 

 Transport, housing in rural areas services , education , health care, road infrastructures 

development ; 

 Few Determining the areas where wages are paid from the income of the population 

assessment of economic possibilities of use ; 

 By increasing the capacity of personnel , economic and social non-profit and private sector b 

thinking cooperation and the team implementation of development goals increases . In rural 
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areas living permanent residents _ macroeconomic changes in conditions can affect _ has 

been factor as the following three factor showing we passed : - Various is available number 

of markets ; - Available infrastructure status ( this including communal and household 

services ); - Financial environment (money transfers, insurance) . Various is available 

number of markets - the number of markets the villagers own produce freely _ to sell and buy 

by entering into competition to the monetary form of the commodity pass and hereby this _ 

of markets one several important features of rural areas to the circumstances can affect . _ 

Available infrastructure - directly to the efficiency of rural life effect reach , economic - 

social (transport, communication, tourism, various services , education , health care, water 

and sanitation ) is available infrastructures includes . _ _ Our country is in rural areas of 

infrastructure many elements himself by funded due to , costs level , economic efficiency , 

service show quality , low Infrastructure of the population is provided and communal from 

services use level human capital and rural areas significant effect on productivity shows . 

Financial environment - in rural areas private and state share is available has been 

entrepreneurship activity for pending and provides insurance against unexpected economic 

shocks . Such supply entrepreneurship in subjects item b income of deceased population 

profession of high importance at the source is enough Also in rural areas many p numerous 

families inside abroad working migrants there is By them done increasing impersonal from 

transfers fruitful quality of use population and significant income source to create can serve . 

_ Depending on how these transfers are used , take ah of the population personal income 

increases . But these 51 channels - markets , infrastructure and financial environment in rural 

areas for all residents It doesn't work the same way , because each population group has a 

completely different relationship to the economy . In the conditions of further deepening of 

economic reforms in our country , population work in rural areas with employment socio-

economic mechanisms of increase according to foreign practices experience scientific 

research and analysis _ _ this countries advanced experience , our republic Using aspects that 

are convenient for the population work with employment level increase to identify effective , 

promising directions and It is appropriate to use in practice . 


